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Hello Brian: 

I was disappointed by parts of the response. 

Like the statement on the bottom of page 3 that " ... the NRC staff consistently evaluated key factors to reach 
decision for the Palo Verde and the D. C. Cook requests." The 14-day limit in Branch Technical Position 8-
8 was considered applicable for Cook but considered obsolete by the staff for Palo Verde. A 14-day limit on 

· EDG allowable outage time seems a key factor - perhaps the primary key factor - yet was handled differently by 
the NRC staff. So, I cannot accept that part of the response as genuine. It's contrived and convenient and 
revisionist history. 

Likewise, the text on page 2 about the NRC staff dutifully using RG 1.177 for Palo Verde's one-time license 
amendment request when NRC Standard Review Plan 16.l page 16.1-8 explicitly states " ... this SRP and RGs 
1.177 and 1.174, apply only to permanent (as opposed to temporary or "one-time") changes to TS requirements. 

So, the NRC staff used non-applicable guidance in RG 1.177 at Palo Verde and ignored applicable guidance in 
BTP 8-8. It applied the applicable guidance in BTP 8-8 at Cook. It's hard to see how this 
inconsistency constituted consistency in the NRC's eyes. 

But I was also encouraged by other parts of the response (i.e., the non-fiction parts) . The middle paragraph on 
page describes a number of tasks underway to remedy the "non-problem" of inconsistent staff decision-making. 
I truly don't care if the NRC ever admits to having this problem, as long as it takes these steps to correct it. 

Thanks, 
Dave Lochbaum 
ucs 
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